Discrepancies in ploidy determination due to specimen sampling errors.
Two techniques are described to enhance the detection of low frequency aneuploid cells in automated cell analysis. One method concerns a cell preparation technique; the other is focused on specific cell selection at the measurement level. The cell preparation method has been designed to select and process the tumour areas in paraffin blocks and can be used for image as well as for flow cytometry. The technique uses incident fluorescence microscopy for visual inspection of the surface of the fluorescently stained tissue block to select the specific tumour parts. Using image cytometry, it is shown that in tissue sections with very small tumour foci and many normal cells, aneuploidy could only be detected after enrichment of the cell sample with the specifically selected areas. The cell selection at the measurement level is directed towards detection of low frequency aneuploid cells on microscope slides using the specific capacities of LEYTAS (Leyden Television Analysis System). With this system, cells of interest can be selected by means of minimum size and intensity thresholds. In addition to measurement of the total cell population, all cells above a minimum DNA value can thus be specifically selected and measured. The advantage of both enrichment techniques is the possibility to detect and measure aneuploid cell lines in cases where normal, diploid cells dominate the paraffin tissue.